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Summary

The composition and activities of microbes from
diverse habitats have been the focus of intense
research during the past decade with this research
being spurred on largely by advances in molecular
biology and genomic technologies. In recent years
environmental microbiology has entered very firmly
into the age of the ‘omics’ – (meta)genomics, proteom-
ics, metabolomics, transcriptomics – with probably
others on the rise. Microbes are essential participants
in all biogeochemical processes on our planet, and the
practical applications of what we are learning from the
use of molecular approaches has altered how we view
biological systems. In addition, there is considerable
potential to use information about uncultured
microbes in biodiscovery research as microbes
provide a rich source of discovery for novel genes,
enzymes and metabolic pathways. This review
explores the brief history of genomic and metage-
nomic approaches to study environmental microbial
assemblages and describes some of the future chal-
lenges involved in broadening our approaches –
leading to new insights for understanding environ-
mental problems and enabling biodiscovery research.

A brief history of marine microbiology

Over the past two decades there has been an explosion in
understanding of how microbes – bacteria, protists and
viruses – critically influence the structure of and function of
the oceans. However, this was not always the case. The
study of microbial communities in marine environment was

a relatively minor aspect of oceanography during most of
twentieth century. While epifluorescent microscopy of envi-
ronmental samples confirmed that bacteria were very
abundant (Hobbie et al., 1977), < 1–5% of bacteria could
be grown in culture (Staley and Konopka, 1985) and were
therefore very difficult to study. Specific filtration methods
or the isolation and growth of a few organisms on a variety
of different, and often complex, organic substrates were
developed mostly for clinical microbiology, but these
limited methods were not well suited to studying the vast
complexity in natural environmental assemblages. Given
this, many marine scientists turned to ‘black box’ ecological
approaches (e.g. Redfield, 1958; Carlson et al., 2001) to
infer microbial roles in biogeochemical cycles. However,
which microbes were responsible for specific bio-
geochemical processes still remained largely a mystery.
While the invention of the microscope over 350 years ago
began to open up the richness of the microbial world, it is
the development of DNA sequencing tools in the past 30
years that has truly changed how we understand microbial
communities and their role in structuring ocean bio-
geochemical dynamics. We are finding that the extent of
marine microbial biodiversity, and consequently natural
products potential, seems to be limitless and growing
larger as new techniques emerge to measure it.

How diverse is diverse?

The first phylogeny-based studies of microbial life
emerged from evaluation of the small subunit rRNA oligo-
nucleotide studies in the labs of Norman Pace, David
Stahl and Carl Woese (Lane et al., 1985; Pace et al.,
1985; Stahl et al., 1985; Woese, 1987; Turner et al.,
1989). Their advocacy for using rRNA for molecular phy-
logenetic analysis revolutionized how scientists looked at
microbial diversity and evolution.

Initial findings were furthered to study microbial assem-
blages through the application of the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) (Mullis, 1983) to allow for direct culture-
independent surveys of natural prokaryotic microbial
assemblages (e.g. 16S rRNA: Giovannoni et al., 1990;
Ward et al., 1990; Britschgi and Giovannoni, 1991;
Schmidt et al., 1991). These surveys led to discoveries of
extraordinarily unexpected levels of phylogenetic biodi-
versity in natural systems (e.g. Pace, 1997; Head et al.,
1998) and have resulted in a renewed interest in microbial
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ecology for biodiscovery (Glöckner and Joint, 2010). A
case in point is one of the first applications of rRNA
sequence analysis to study natural assemblages of bacte-
rial lineages in the oceans (Giovannoni et al., 1990). They
found that one group of closely related sequences was
very abundant in the Sargasso Sea. This group was code-
named SAR11, and has subsequently been found in
almost every marine province that has been sampled.
SAR11 accounts for a very significant proportion of bacte-
rioplankton in both surface and deep water (Morris et al.,
2002) and has been described as the most abundant
bacterium on the planet. Another key outcome of the
application of PCR was to show that Archaea, which were
originally thought to only inhabit extreme environments
such as hot springs or hypersaline ponds, could readily be
found in ocean environments (DeLong, 1992; Fuhrman
et al., 1992).

There is no question that microbial diversity is vast, but
what is the true extent of diversity in the oceans. It has
been estimated that there are several hundred to several
hundred thousand different phylogenetic species per ml of
seawater with total diversity ranging between anything
from 100 000 to more than a million (Curtis et al., 2002;
Huber et al., 2007). What we have learned about global
microbial diversity in the past decade from taxonomic
gene surveys far exceeds our previous estimations. Fur-
thermore, we have seen tremendous genome wide diver-
sity within taxonomically identical phylogenetic groups.
Even after two decades of concerted efforts to phylogen-
tically characterize microbial diversity, the discovery of
novel forms is common. The microbial species definition,
despite its eminent practical significance for identification,
diagnosis and diversity surveys, remains a very difficult
issue to advance (e.g. Hughes et al., 2001; Ward, 2002).

Currently, there are two common approaches to
measure diversity. First is a phylotype approach, which is
based on assigning taxonomy based on results from an
alignment to a sequence in a database that has the most
statistically significant similarity a priori. Significant chal-
lenges with this approach are that database searches
may come back as undefined and that different databases
(e.g. ribosomal database project II, SILVA, GreenGenes,
Bergey’s culture db, NCBI’s nt or nr) can yield different
taxonomies, many of which are based on ‘copycat’ assig-
nation whereby researchers have blindly accepted the
taxonomic assignation of the most homologous sequence
in the database. On the other hand, one can define diver-
sity in terms of an ‘unsupervised’ operational taxonomic
unit (OTU). In this approach the user defines the taxo-
nomic unit (e.g. peak in ARISA analysis, length and
percent similarity criteria), and we allow the sequences to
form their own groups during a computational cluster
analysis process. Once bins are formed, a representative
sequence from each bin is used to determine taxonomy.

With either approach, diversity also depends on which
gene or which part of a gene is used in the analysis. For
example, a massively parallel tag 454 pyrosequencing
approach was used to evaluate the ‘rare biosphere’ diver-
sity of 16S rRNA amplicons (Sogin et al., 2006). The
technique uses internal primer sequences to produce
restriction-digest overhanging sequences, which greatly
improves the efficiency of serial analysis of ribosomal
sequence tags – SARST (Kysela et al., 2005). This pro-
duced ~600 000 unique bacterial OTUs based on actual
counts of sequence types from this study rather than
from extrapolated estimates (calculations made using the
ICoMM database of ~40 marine microbial 16S rRNA
V6454 pyrosequencing projects – Pers. Comm. Sue
Huse). Using this methodology, Huber and colleagues
(2007) also analysed > 900 000 16S rRNA amplicons
to evaluate hydrothermal vent microbial population
structure.

A global survey of 18S rRNA marine protistan eukary-
otic genes from diverse marine ecosystems was con-
ducted using two fundamentally different high-throughput
sequencing approaches on similar samples: traditional
Sanger ABI full length 18S rRNA sequencing (> 12 000
contigs) and 454 pyrosequencing focused on the hyper-
variable V9 region of 18S rRNA genes (> 276 000 short
sequence tags). The Sanger approach (~1000 sequences
per sample) yielded non-parametric OTU diversity esti-
mates (e.g. Chao1, ACE1) that were substantially higher
than preliminary diversity analyses that were performed
several years earlier on some of the same samples but
with many fewer sequences (~150). The pyrosequenced
V9 data revealed a substantial amount of ‘new’ 18S diver-
sity in the samples (D.A. Caron and P.D. Countway,
unpubl. data). While pyrosequencing approaches can
overestimate taxonomic richness as a result of PCR and
sequencing errors (e.g. Quince et al., 2009), these
studies show that novel microbial diversity can be found at
every taxonomic level. However, even with exciting new
technology, we are still massively under-sampling the
diversity in marine ecosystems!

Genome-based approaches

About the same time that PCR was becoming more com-
monly used, technology for DNA sequencing of entire
genomes was advancing with the Sanger ABI sequencer
platform, and the first free-living bacterium to have its
entire genome sequenced was published (Fleischmann
et al., 1995). Of course, the ultimate genome project has
surely been the 13-year effort to sequence the 3 billion
base pair human genome (Lander et al., 2001). The large
investment in resources and people ($2.7 billion 1991)
was paired with a period of rapid development in the
technology of sequencing. The chemistry involved was
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basically the same as that originally developed by Sanger
and colleagues (1977), but the technology became hugely
automated, largely due to the parallel non-governmental
effort led by Celera Corporation (Venter et al., 2001).
Similarly, corresponding advances in computational infra-
structure and bioinformatics – making sense of sequence
data – made it feasible to pair together millions of indi-
vidual sequence reads by massively parallel pairwise
comparison techniques. Applications of these new meth-
odologies helped spur on an explosion in the study of
microbes and microbial communities.

Since 1995, the number of sequenced microbial
genomes deposited in public domains has grown tremen-
dously (Fig. 1). Originally sequencing efforts were priori-
tized to study cultured pathogens, bacteria with specific
industrial/bioremediation applications or limited represen-
tatives of deep branching organisms. More recently, there
has been an exciting expansion to target environmentally
important microbes from all domains of life (archaea, bac-
teria and eukarya). Facilitating programs of particular note
are the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation’s Marine
Microbial Sequencing Program (http://www.Moore.org/)
and the US Department of Energy’s Joint Genome Insti-
tute (DOE JGI) microbial genomics program, including the
Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA)
project (Wu et al., 2009). The expansion of these and
other efforts to target environmentally important microbes
has not only improved annotation of functional genes but
also has resulted in discovery of new processes and
functions, possibly those related to bioenergy production,
global carbon cycling and bioremediation. For example,
Wuchter and colleagues (2006) isolated a culture of a

marine Crenarchaota from a seawater aquarium and dis-
covered that it was capable of ammonium oxidation,
showing an important unknown nitrification role for
Archaea. Previously, it had been assumed that only Bac-
teria performed the process of nitrification in the oceans.
Ammonium oxidizing and nitrite oxidizing bacteria had
been well characterized in soils, and similar bacteria were
found in the sea. However, Wuchter and colleagues
(2006) were able to take their knowledge from the cul-
tured Archaea to target Crenarchaota from the North Sea
and demonstrate that its distribution and abundance were
correlated with ammonium oxidation to nitrite. Further-
more, the abundance of the gene encoding for the
archaeal ammonia monooxygenase A subunit (amoA)
was 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the equivalent
gene in nitrifying bacteria. These and other studies are
providing important opportunities for comparative genom-
ics, interpretation of environmental genomic read data
and better understanding of microbial evolution. At the
time of writing (early 2010), there are currently 1128 com-
pleted and 4297 ongoing bacterial or archaeal genome
projects in the GOLD online database (December 2009;
http://www.genomesonline.org/) (Fig. 1).

Cultured microbes remain an important resource as
they provide a mechanism to help pair genetic potential
with physiology. However, challenges still remain for
culture-based approaches, and there are efforts under-
way to improve cultivation and sequencing technologies
(e.g. Connon and Giovannoni, 2002; Zengler et al., 2002;
Hamaki et al., 2005; Stott et al., 2008; Joint et al., 2010).
The most abundant environmental microbes are often the
most difficult to grow in the laboratory. For example, it took
more than a decade before SAR11 cultures were estab-
lished. Rappé and colleagues (2002) used a dilution
approach to isolate the slow growing SAR11 bacterium
and named it ‘Candidatus Pelagibacter ubique’. Even so,
the cultures do not grow well, and typically cell densities
of only a few million per ml are achievable. Such low
biomass in cultures is challenging for complete taxonomic
characterization or meaningful physiological studies for
this and other hard-to-culture organisms.

Linking function to taxonomy in environmental
samples

Microbes (used in the largest sense to include archaea,
bacteria, single celled eukaryotes, and viruses) are
essential participants in virtually all biogeochemical pro-
cesses on our planet. One of the biggest challenges is the
need to integrate the basic science of biodiversity discov-
ery (a listing of genes or organisms within an environ-
ment) with an approach to understand functional
properties, multi-scalar responses and interdependencies
that connect microbial and abiotic ecosystem processes.

Fig. 1. Publicly available completed reference genomes. Data
reported by publication date, or if not published, the date that
genome data was deposited into NCBI GenBank Data repository
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/genome). Data presented
represent a total of 1106 genomes (966 Bacteria and 70 Archaea
and 70 Eukaryotes). Eukaryotic data is for full or draft genomic
data only and does not include mitochondrial or plasmid projects.
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One of the first approaches to explore potential function
was through the development and sequencing of larger
insert clone libraries to link functional genes to known
taxonomic markers found within the same insert. Stein
and colleagues (1996) cloned a fosmid vector (~40 kb) of
environmental Archaea DNA into Escherichia coli. The
library was then screened for clones with phylogentic
rRNA markers, and target clones were fully sequenced to
search for functional genes flanking the marker. Use of
larger-insert libraries has further been developed for both
targeted ecological studies of higher diversity samples
(e.g. soils: Rondon et al., 1999; Rondon et al., 2000) and
for natural product screening (e.g. Handelsman et al.,
1998; Schleper et al., 1998). For example, Schleper and
colleagues (1998) demonstrated newly discovered variant
heterogeneity within an endosymbiotic Crenarchaeota
consistently found within sponges. Béjà and colleagues
(2000a) used a bacterial artificial cloning (BAC) insert
library (~80 kb) to isolate metagenomic DNA from marine
bacteria. BAC libraries also were found to be particularly
effective for obtaining information about the largely uncul-
tured Archaea, the third domain of life. Screened fosmid
libraries generated from Antarctic and deep waters of the
temperate Pacific Ocean samples, revealed high levels of
phylogentic diversity in the Archaea and further charac-
terized the marine Crenarchaota (Béjà et al., 2002a).

Although Kolber and colleagues (2001) analysed the
fluorescence properties of natural phytoplankton assem-
blages and discovered that there were organisms present
that contained bacteriochlorophyll, light-harvesting prote-
orhodopsin and bacterial rhodopsin genes were not
thought to be overly important in marine systems. Subse-
quently, Béjà and colleagues (2000b; 2002b) discovered
that they occurred widely in marine bacteria and archaea
in the upper, photic ocean by using a screened large-
insert library. Béjà and colleagues (2002b) analysed the
structure of photosynthetic gene content, suggesting that
indeed novel phototrophic bacteria in the oceans that did
not evolve oxygen during photosynthesis but, unlike most
known photosynthetic bacteria, were able to grow aerobi-
cally. This pigment was previously believed to be confined
to photosynthetic bacteria that could only undertake pho-
tosynthesis in anoxic conditions, using sulfide rather than
water as electron donor. Since the majority of the oceans
are not anoxic, the presence of bacteriochlorophyll was a
surprise. A subsequent genomic analysis by Fuchs and
colleagues (2007) characterized some of these organ-
isms as the marine gammaproteobacterium, Congergi-
bacter litoralis, a novel phototrophic bacteria, in the
oceans that does not evolve oxygen during photosynthe-
sis and could grow aerobically. Proteorhodopsins are not
only involved in photosystems but also can fully replace
respiration as a cellular energy source in some environ-
mental conditions (Walter et al., 2007). Frigaard and col-

leagues (2006) later showed that a single lateral transfer
event would be enough for other bacteria to acquire the
ability to utilize light. Indeed, it has been shown that
microbes that maintain proteorhodopsin genes can
achieve higher cellular yields when cultured in light than in
darkness (Gomez-Consarnau et al., 2007). This may
explain why proteorhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsins are
so widely distributed in Bacteria and Archaea in the
oceans.

Subsequent studies have used phylogenetic classifica-
tion of annotated genes within a fosmid insert to infer the
taxonomy of the original genome, and additionally to iden-
tify gene-clusters, which occurred from horizontal gene
transfer (Nesbø et al., 2005). Fosmid clones from Antarc-
tic coastal waters that had 16S rRNA taxonomic marker
were found to have sequences that are not closely related
to cultured bacteria. The linked fosmid amino acid
sequences also showed variations in protein sequences
that are consistent with adaptation to the sub-zero envi-
ronment (e.g. Béjà et al., 2002a; Grzymski et al., 2006). A
fosmid library was also used to show that there are highly
variable regions flanking the 16S rRNA gene that sug-
gested higher diversity in the SAR11 group than would be
predicted by analysis of the 16S rRNA gene alone (Gilbert
et al., 2008a). This variability may provide a mechanism
for adaptability of this highly ubiquitous group to a variety
of habitats. These and other studies show that the larger
insert library analysis provide useful perspective on the
physiological potential of abundant but uncultivated
microbes.

Metagenomics: community sequencing approaches

In the early 2000s, shotgun sequencing techniques
developed for whole genome sequencing were further
adapted to sequencing entire communities of organisms,
in a process called metagenomics (reviewed by Handels-
man et al., 2007, Hugenholtz and Tysen, 2008). Directly
sequencing environmental DNA from communities inhab-
iting a common environment has provided new opportuni-
ties to obtain relatively unbiased views of not only
community structure but community metabolic potential.
One of the first demonstrations of the viability of this
strategy was by Tyson and colleagues (2004), who
sequenced a community of DNA from a very low diversity
microbial biofilm in an acid mine drainage system. The
greatly reduced Bacteria and Archaea diversity provided
an excellent test of the approach of high-throughput com-
munity genomics sequencing. Tyson and colleagues were
able to reconstruct almost complete genomes of two bac-
terial groups, Leptospirillum group II and Ferroplasma type
II, and were also able to partially describe three other
genomes. Their results provided key information on eco-
system function for management and system remediation.
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In contrast, Venter and colleagues (2004) used similar
technology applied to a more complex, highly diverse
system in an attempt to characterize oceanic microbial
assemblages from the Sargasso Sea, near to Bermuda.
Venter’s team obtained greater than one billion non-
redundant base pairs from Sanger-based shotgun paired
end sequences and used complex bioinformatics
approaches to conclude that there were at least 1800
different genomes (i.e. different organisms) with 48
unknown bacterial phylotypes and 1.2 million previously
unknown genes. Significantly, their shotgun sequence
analysis discovered a vast array of new proteorhodopsin-
like genes found well outside groups of proteobacteria,
where they had previously been discovered (Béjà et al.,
2000b). These and other metagenomic studies demon-
strated conclusively that the techniques that had been
developed to sequence individual genomes could also be
used with environmental samples. Surprisingly, metage-
nomic analyses using Sanger ABI sequencer reads,
depending on the library or sample, have typically
resulted in up to 60% of the sequence reads having no
known homologues. With approximately 1 million bacteria
per ml of sea water and an estimated average genome
size of 2 million bp, the Sargasso Sea project only
sequenced 0.05% of the genomic information in a single
ml – only a drop in the proverbial ocean. The genomic
heterogeneity of the marine ecosystem is so large that
there are currently more unknown predicted genes than
known sequences, again highlighting the potential of
marine microbes as sources of novel genes, enzymes
and functions – ideal targets for biodiscovery. This is also
clear indication that existing databases contain only a
small fraction of the huge quantity of genetic information
that resides in the global ecosystem, and additionally, that
our comprehension of cellular biochemistry is still in its
infancy.

Subsequent to the 2004 Sargasso Sea study, the J.
Craig Venter Institute group initiated a global transect
study of marine microbial diversity (referred to as the
Global Ocean Sampling, GOS Expedition). The first
samples were taken from a several thousand mile
transect from the North Atlantic to the South Pacific, via
the Panama Canal. Sequencing of these samples
yielded 6.3 billion base pairs, from 7.7 million sequence
reads (Rusch et al., 2007). The massive dataset also
required the development of several new bioinformatics
analysis tools, which can be divided into two separate
analytical techniques. The first was a genome-orientated
approach that helps to define population genetics.
Rusch and colleagues (2007) linked observed data to
the genomes of known organisms in a process called
‘fragment recruitment’. Sequenced DNA reads were
recruited to completed genomes from cultivated organ-
isms and were evaluated for their percentage nucleotide

identity to determine the genomic diversity of ecotypes
in each ecosystem. This approach makes the analysis
tractable with what we know about microbial ecology
from sequenced genomes of laboratory cultures and
studies on cellular physiology.

The second technique was comparison of richness and
composition of functional genes between different
samples; this does not rely on sequenced genomes or
cultured representatives per se (although invariably, func-
tion for a gene is derived from cultured isolates). This
approach is loosely a community ecology dynamics
approach that relied on a statistical analysis of the fre-
quencies of sequence reads associated with specific
functions in specific ecosystems, i.e. how did photosyn-
thetic processes change between ecosystems. To imple-
ment this strategy Rusch and colleagues (2007) used a
technique called ‘extreme assembly’ enabling the assem-
bly of large non-clonal segments of abundant organisms.
Both approaches relied heavily on the limited databases
of sequenced genomes or functional assigned proteins,
and so both techniques are heavily biased by previous
studies. By ignoring annotation and exploring homologue
dynamics in comparative metagenomics can we make full
use of the un-biased datasets to evaluate similarities
between ecosystems – although this limits ecological
interpretation.

Overall, the GOS survey found that taxonomic diversity
and gene diversity were much higher than expected, with
a large proportion of the assembled sequences (85%)
unique at a level of 98% sequence identity when com-
pared between individual samples. Although primarily a
gene-hunting expedition, which may have been influ-
enced by the potential for biodiscovery, this groundbreak-
ing study has been used to uncover incredible insights
into global marine microbial biodiversity (e.g. Raes and
Bork, 2008). An analysis of the 16S rRNA and other genes
in the GOS shotgun survey showed that there were clear
patterns of biogeography for many microbial species and
gene variants analysed. For example, Yutin and col-
leagues (2007) analysed the GOS dataset to assess the
abundance and spatial distribution of aerobic anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria and showed that anoxygenic pho-
tosynthetic bacteria are an important component of the
bacterioplankton in some regions but less important in
others. Prior to 2001, it was also assumed that photosyn-
thesis in the oceans was only carried out by cyanobacte-
ria and eukaryotic phytoplankton, which have chlorophyll
a (or in the case of the marine cyanobacterium Prochlo-
rococcus, divinylchlorophyll – a very close derivative) as
their primary photosynthetic pigment.

These and other environmental shotgun analyses of
DNA have also provided novel information about proteins
and protein families from populations of largely uncultured
marine microbes. Yooseph and colleagues (2007) used
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sequence similarity clustering to investigate the putative
proteins derived from the GOS sequence database. In a
large-scale bioinformatics undertaking, they compared
protein sequences from GOS (6.12 million proteins were
predicted from 7.7 million GOS sequences) with data-
bases of nearly all known protein families, by clustering
proteins into groups or ‘families’. As with the DNA
sequences, a large number of protein clusters were
entirely novel. Of a total of 3995 medium- and large-sized
clusters from the GOS sequences, 1700 had no homology
to known families. Yooseph and colleagues (2007) sug-
gested that some of these proteins might be of viral origin
because so little is know about marine viruses and their
proteins.

These large metagenomic microbial community
datasets clearly offer considerable potential for novel
gene biodiscovery research (reviewed by Brady et al.,
2009) and holistic comparison of microbial community
dynamics. However, it is remarkably difficult to correlate
information from metagenomic datasets back to individual
cells, species or even small populations of species inhab-
iting any particular habitat – and to understand the func-
tional context and biogeochemical consequence for their
activities. The three biggest limitations of community
metagenomic approaches are (i) that the persistently poor
sequence coverage means that only the most dominant
organisms yield useful sequence assemblies; (ii) that the
inability to accurately annotate metagenomic fragments
means ecological interpretation becomes problematic;
and (iii) that the lack of functional verification for genes
that do not have recognizable homology with biochemi-
cally characterized proteins means that any analysis lacks
reliability. The problem is akin to boiling dinner leftovers in
a pot for 24 h, pureeing heavily and then trying to attribute
any spice or stew fragment back to the original dish or
constituent from which it derived. What we are learning
via large-scale whole-community metagenomics is impor-
tant; however, a major problem that remains is in gaining
information that can be put into truly meaningful environ-
mental and ecological context that relates to cellular func-
tion and activity – the understanding of physiology in an
environmental context.

The overlooked microbes

To this point, we have mostly focused on the Bacteria and
the Archaea. Some recent studies are also revealing the
once-unimaginable diversity of single cell marine micro-
bial eukaryotes (protists) and fungi, and we would be
remiss to not acknowledge these less-well characterized
members of microbial assemblages. Microbial eukaryotes
are capable of multiple nutrient and energy acquisition
mechanisms and play important roles in ocean food webs
and biogeochemical cycling (Caron et al., 2009a).

Research during the 20th century established that protists
account for most of the conversion of bacterial productiv-
ity (Sanders et al., 1992; Sherr and Sherr, 2002). Yet the
specific contribution of microbial eukaryotes to environ-
mental systems is often overlooked. The composition,
temporal and spatial dynamics, and possible bio-
geochemical activities of marine eukaryotic communities
are now emerging as important, and undercharacterized,
topics in marine and environmental sciences and bio-
geochemistry (Edgcomb et al., 2007; Teske, 2007; Caron
et al., 2009b). Applications of molecular techniques to
communities of microbial eukaryotes have lagged that of
prokaryotic communities attributed to several logical
explanations. First, little morphological or physiological
data have been obtained for abundant organisms, as
similar to the prokaryotes, most fail to grow in culture.
Eukaryotes also have larger genomes (10–10 000 times
that of prokaryotes) that are less gene-dense than those
of bacteria and archaea, making it more difficult to under-
take whole genome sequencing projects or environmental
metagenomic sequencing efforts. Eukaryotic gene
density is about one gene every 1.3 kb in the smallest
free-living protist to 1 gene per 80 kb in humans. Finally,
the complexity of eukaryotic genomes can be daunting
when attempting metagenomic approaches, as eukaryotic
ribosomal DNA sequences are more often tandomly
repeated in genomes making it difficult to acquire mean-
ingful, quantitative information on functional genes
(reviewed by Caron et al., 2009a). As a result, most
molecular work to date investigating environmental pro-
tistan ecology has been limited to 18s rRNA taxonomic
diversity surveys. These surveys have revealed unex-
pected diversity and clarified some of the phylogenetic
relationships of protists in the environment (e.g. Díez
et al., 2001; Moon-van der Staay et al., 2001), but this
field is ripe for further exploration.

There are far fewer reference genomes available for
microbial eukaryotes than prokaryotes (Fig. 1), and this
lack of genome data and unidentified sequence data
further limits the interpretation of novel environmental
genomic databases and results additional uncurrated
data in public databases. A better understanding of micro-
bial eukaryotes’ specific functional roles and biogeogra-
phy is vital to our understanding of microbial communities
and of evolution of multi-cellular taxa.

The viral fraction

The smallest entities within microbial communities –
viruses – have large potential impacts on microbial com-
munities. While viruses were one of the first communites
studied using metagenomics (reviewed by Hugenholtz
and Tysen, 2008), in general, viral communities have
been less studied despite their significant role in microbial
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ecology and evolution (e.g. Weinbauer, 2004: Sullivan
et al., 2005; Breitbart et al., 2007; 2008). Viruses are the
most abundant biological entities on our planet with
typical abundances in ocean surface water at 107 ml-1

(Bergh et al., 1989). Metagenomic analysis has confirmed
significant interactions between viruses and their hosts
that impact several important biological processes in
natural systems, such as horizontal gene transfer, micro-
bial diversity and biogeochemical cycling (e.g. Williamson
et al., 2008; Banfield and Young 2009). Through cycles of
infection, replication and host cell lyses, phages impact
multiple pathways and processes involved in host popu-
lation biology and ecosystem functioning (e.g. Sullivan
et al., 2003). Viral diversity projects have been limited as
a direct result of the lack of universal marker genes from
which total viral communities can be assessed and com-
pared in a single study, although this is being circumnavi-
gated through the use of functional metagenomic studies
(reviewed by Edwards and Rohwer, 2005). Understanding
the dynamic relationship between microbes and viruses
deserves significant attention in the future. The expanding
number of environmental viral sequences in public data-
bases through next generation sequencing platforms (see
below), paired with information from laboratory challenge
experihments, will undoubtedly help this field move
forward.

Scientific discoveries through technological
advancement

High-throughput sequencing has historically been under-
taken using Sanger ABI sequencing platforms, but more
recently there has been a fundamental shift away from
this platform to less expensive, ‘next generation’ sequenc-
ing (NGS) platforms. Despite some cloning related biases
(Béjà et al., 2000; Temperton et al., 2009), Sanger
dideoxy sequencing is still the standard for read length

and sequence accuracy (Bonetta, 2006); however
costs make large-scale sequencing on this platform
prohibitively expensive. In 2005, two new sequencing
platforms were introduced: sequencing-by-synthesis or
pyrosequencing, developed by 454 Life Sciences (Margu-
lies et al., 2005) and the multiplex polony sequencing
protocol of George Church’s lab (Shendure et al., 2005).
Both NGS sequencing technologies utilize less expensive
massively parallel sequencing approaches and yield far
more read volume sequence output at a lower cost than
Sanger-based sequencing or microarray technology
(Table 1).

The NGS platforms have revolutionized how we obtain
genetic information from microbial communities. Previ-
ously unaffordable targeted studies evaluating composi-
tion and functional potential of microbial communities are
now quite common. Currently, the three most used NGS
platforms are the 454 pyrosequencer (Roche Diagnostics
Corporation, Branford, CT, USA), Illumina (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA) and SOLiD (Life Technologies Corpora-
tion, Carlsbad, CA, USA). While these platforms have
enormous breadth in applications, including the newer
approaches of ChIP-seq, transcriptome (Craft et al.,
2010), microRNA discovery (Shi et al., 2009; Yanmei
et al., 2009) and whole genome resequencing (e.g. Blaze-
wicz et al., 2009), usability of the outputted reads varies
significantly when compared with a Sanger ABI sequenc-
ing read length of ~800 bp and accuracy rate of 99.0% to
99.999% (Table 1). A detailed review is provided by
Metzker (2010).

Each of the newer platforms also has specific biases,
which must be considered when evaluating the appropri-
ateness of the technology for a given study (reviewed by
Harismendy et al., 2009). For example, 454 pyrosequenc-
ers do not resolve homopolymer DNA segments well,
while other NGS platforms output very short read lengths.
Strategies combining platform data analysis and

Table 1. Summary of Roche 454, Illumina GA and ABI SOLiD seqeuncing capabilities.

Roche 454 FLX Titanium Illumina Solexa GA ABI SOLiD 3

Reads per run (M) 1.25 250 320
Average read length (bp)a 330 75 or 100 50
Usable reads that pass quality filtersb > 99.5% 55% 35%
Raw accuracy readsc 96.0–97.0% 96.2–99.7% 99.0 to > 99.9%d

Primary bias Homopolymer read errors short read length short read length
Biases in eukaryotic sequencingb Minimal low coverage of

AT-rich regions
Low coverage in AT-rich

repetitive regions
Low coverage in AT-rich

repetitive regions
Amplicon overrepresentation in

50 bp end regionsb
5% 56% 11% (after amplicon end

removal)
Saturating level of redundant

sequence coverageb
43¥ 188¥ 841¥

a. Reviewed by Metzker (2010).
b. Reviewed by Harismendy and colleagues (2009).
c. Reviewed by Chan (2009).
d. Higher accuracy achieved by reading each base twice in a two-base encoding scheme.
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advances in technologies are circumventing some of
these challenges for many approaches (e.g. 800 bp read
lengths are expected on the 454 platform later in 2010).

An increasing number of publications have used 454-
Pyrosequencing for analysis of environmental DNA and
RNA (> 600 as of January 2010, for example, Angly et al.,
2006; Edwards et al., 2006; Leininger et al., 2006; Liu
et al., 2007; Roesch et al., 2007; Wegley et al., 2007;
Desnues et al., 2008; Dinsdale et al., 2008; Frias-Lopez
et al., 2008). Increasingly, 454-pyrosequencing technol-
ogy has also been used to evaluate changes in gene
transcription (expression) of a community through mass-
sequencing of the metatranscriptome (e.g. Leininger
et al., 2006; Frias-Lopez et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2008b;
Urich et al., 2008; Hewson et al., 2009; Poretsky et al.,
2009; Shi et al., 2009).

Shortly, third-generation sequencing technologies,
such as Heliscope (Helicos Bioscience Corporation,
Cambridge, MA, USA), Complete Genomics (Complete
Genomics, Mountain View, CA, USA), SMRT (Pacific Bio-
sciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA), Ion Torrent Semicon-
ductor Sequencing (San Francisco, CA, USA) and Roche
GS-FLX Junior, will further increase access and usher in
a new dawn in our capability – including the potential to
completely sequence all genomes from all organisms in a
community. With this toolbox at our disposal it is entirely
possible that the dream of understanding the genomic
potential and transcriptional response of entire communi-
ties will become a reality.

Much of the recent gain provided by access to NGS
platforms is being offset by increased costs and efforts
on the bioinformatics front (Fig. 2). Dropping sequencing
costs and better access to sequencing platforms by sci-
entists working in a variety of fields is now producing
data at a prodigious rate, and the volume of sequence
data entering public domains is staggering. Genomic

datasets are taxing the computational infrastructure and
computational community, and significant limitations now
lie with bioinformatic tools – the programs and the com-
puter processing power necessary to deal with massive
datasets. For a given analysis, a general first step is to
use a basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) to
compare partial gene reads with all existing sequences
in the database. BLAST has processing times that scale
linerally with input size, and the amount of sequence
data being generated is doubling at a much faster rate
than computational infrastructure. This is one of the
most significant issues facing our field today, and
improvements in infrastructures are needed to better
proceed from (meta)genomic sequence information to
biochemical and physiological function prediction and
ecosystem understanding (Wilkening et al., 2009).
Another major bioinformatics hurdle lies is the current
difficulty in assembling short genomic reads into larger
contiguous elements. If this could be done more reliably,
it would provide greater understanding of the genetic
context of sequences and help to recreate the diverse
genomic elements found in natural ecosystems. Cloud
computing and other newer technologies are emerging
to address many of these computational needs for NGS
data analysis.

A return to the basics to move forward

While there is still a need to expand metagenomic and
other ‘-omic’ efforts for exploring marine habitats (e.g.
especially underexplored habitats like brines, deep sea
and high latitude ecosystems) and organisms (e.g.
viruses, protists and marine microbial symbionts), there is
also a need to pair environmental work with carefully
controlled laboratory studies (reviewed by Heidelberg
et al., 2008). In some regards, large-scale environmental

Fig. 2. Challenges for processing genomic
sequence data and Moore’s law. Moore’s law
describes a relationship in the rate that
computational infrastructure increases –
basically a doubling approximately every two
years. Genomic data in public domains is
growing faster than the computational
technological capacity for processing. Costs
for BLAST analysis are presented in Amazon
EC2 units and do not include storage or
transfer costs [Figure modified from F. Meyer
(IGSB, Argonne National Lab), with data from
Wilkening et al., 2009].
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sequencing programs have resulted in a regression back
to treating communities of microbes as a black box (as
previously discussed). Fine scale detail has been lost in a
sea of sequence information that focuses not on the indi-
vidual organisms but on the presence or absence of
potential genes involved in a given function. There is now
a strong need for coordination of disparate fields and the
merging of the traditional methodologies to begin to evalu-
ate microbial function under differing environmental con-
ditions (e.g. Zehr and Ward, 2002).

First, environmental levels of microbial biodiversity is
still not reflected in bacterial culture collections, and con-
siderable challenges remain to bring into culture those
bacteria that are abundant in natural environments (Joint
et al., 2010). Even after 15 years of genome sequencing,
the lack of completed ‘reference’ genomes poses an
obstacle in interpreting environmental sequence data,
determining ecological roles of the uncultured microor-
ganisms and in deconstructing microbial metabolic path-
ways. Complete genomes provide information on the full
biochemical potential of an organism (genome, plasmids,
etc.) and also provide a template to allow directed bio-
chemical analysis of specific gene targets, which will
hopefully accelerate our future understanding of the cell
systems. The inability to culture the vast majority of bac-
teria pose significant challenges for microbial ecologists
and our ability to understand how microbes shape the
natural environments. Rappé and Giovannoni (2003)
reviewed microbial biodiversity based on comparisons of
16S rRNA genes with what was known from cultured
bacteria whose taxonomy was fully characterized. At that
time, molecular approaches had identified 52 major lin-
eages. The number of major bacterial groups has contin-
ued to increase – at time of writing there are 61
recognized bacterial phyla comprising over 100 proposed

unique lineages – with only 40% having a cultured repre-
sentative (Fig. 1). Hence, laboratory cultures still remain
an important tool to understand physiology of a microbe
(Joint et al., 2010), and consequently to investigate the
physiology and mode of infection for associated viruses.
For organism that we still cannot culture, pairing existing
sequencing technology with newly developing sophisti-
cated techniques provides new opportunities for genome
analysis (Fig. 3). For example, fluorescent-activated cell
sorting (FACS) (Brehm-Stecher and Johnson, 2004) can
be used to enrich samples and can sometimes provide
enough biomass for direct DNA or RNA sequencing.
FACS or other techniques can also be used to obtain
single cells for whole-genome amplification by multiple
strand displacement amplification (MDA) (e.g. Hosono
et al., 2003; Woyke et al., 2009). The challenges with this
process include overcoming issues of differential cell
lysis, problems with contamination DNA from another cell
or from reagents, MDA bias, and potential issues with
chimaric sequences. Preliminary tests of this method
have shown that 80–95% of the genome can be recov-
ered, when measured against a reference genome
assembly (Woyke et al., 2009). Consequently, this proce-
dure works best when paired with another genome
sequencing process. When further developed, enhancing
basic metagenomic approaches with complimentary tech-
nologies, such as single cell sorting or targeted enrich-
ment for a specific feature of the population, provides
tremendous future promise for increasing our abilities to
study ecology and potential function of uncultured micro-
organisms (Ishoey et al., 2008; reviewed by Warnecke
and Hugenholtz, 2007).

Second, while the application of genomic and metage-
nomic approaches is still valuable for evaluating diversity
for within and between ecosystem comparisons, our chal-

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of sample
handling options for metagenomic studies.
One strategy is to concentrated (often after
pre-filtration to remove larger eukaryotic
organisms), and the total DNA or RNA
extracted for shotgun or large-insert library
construction. A second strategy is to enrich
the sample for a particular community
member through specific culturing techniques
or through FACS. Most recently, single cell
approaches are being attempted to clone and
sequence the uncultured majority (Figure
courtesy of Tanja Woyke, DOE Joint Genome
Institute).
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lenge is now to use these new technologies to frame
questions in environmentally relevant scales and across
important gradients of space and time. Exploding data-
bases holds enormous promise for refining concepts of
microbial biodiversity co-evolution of life and understand-
ing environmental function when used in well-planed
research programs and combined approaches. Just as
high-throughput DNA sequencing has brought big
changes in genomic and biodiscovery research, other
high-throughput technologies will do the same for areas
such as gene expression, protein and metabolic charac-
terization (reviewed by Warnecke and Hugenholtz,
2007).

The potential to now be able to pair (meta)genomic
analysis with other approaches to evaluate gene expres-
sion and protein production offer a great opportunity for
future ecological studies. Such observations may yield
unprecedented discoveries, and change our perception of
community structure and function in environmental
systems. Paired approaches will also offer an unprec-
edented opportunity for gene discovery and biotechno-
logical advance. Approaches like these will allow for
refining understanding of basic relationships between
community diversity and ecosystem function and provide
important opportunities to gain a predictive understanding
of the response of ecosystems in the face of environmen-
tal change.
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